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A beautiful and well decorated house is always a piece of attraction for everyone. Depending on the
taste and choice, different people opt for different ideas for decorating their house. cupolasCupolas
are such ornamental structures which are placed on top of a roof and also serve as a ventilation
device. These structures are decorative and functional. Traditionally used for ventilation of attics,
gazebos and other structures, these cupolas allow hot air to escape by making the atmosphere
pleasant especially in the summer time. Easy to fix, these cupolas come with attached hardware
and weather vanes.

Many of these structures have a wooden or plastic base with or without slats and an
aluminiumaluminum or copper roof. Available in different sizes, these structures add an extra touch
of class to the building they are placed on. Cupolas can even be customisedcustomized depending
on the clientsâ€™ requirements and preferences. In order to provide your roof an aesthetic appeal, it is
necessary to select the right size of cupola. Too large cupola appears to overpower the house while
a smaller may go unnoticeable. In order to fit the structure properly on your roof, it is essential to
measure the pitch of your roof.

If your roof pitch exceeds the maximum pitch recommended for your favouritefavorite cupola by the
manufacturer, then it would increase the cost as you need to add a double base to the structure to
solve your problem. There are numerous styles, sizes and colourscolors of cupolas available in the
market to meet the varied tastes and dÃ©cor of the consumer. They come in round, rectangle and
octagonal shapes with bell or pagoda style roofs. Taking time to make the right decision regarding
the size and style will ensure a balanced look and add a crowning touch to your dwelling.

cupolasCupolas serve many different purposes from a decorative ornament to a useful ventilation
system. They not only add grandeur to the roof tops but also provide proper ventilation by reducing
moisture and temperature. HenceHence, it is essential to choose the right cupola for your house
which not only looks magnificent but even attracts everyoneâ€™s attention.
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For more information on a cupolas, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a roof cupolas!
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